
Coup developer and head referee is Eero Tuovinen.

The campaign’s completely unauthorized and unlicenced by 
anyone. I’m barely con�dent we can call this shit “OSR”.

Coup convenes weekly via Discord 
video call, currently on Mondays at 15:00 
UTC. The text chat runs through the 
week; feel free to drop by for questions, 
chargen or rpg theory.

We’re in the early days, but the technical 
bugs have been worked out and the 
game is a delight. The core group is 
committed but on the small side, so 

don’t hesitate to check in. We need 
manpower to beat the dungeons! Name 

Level’s the dream!
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The campaign is set in the original 
game of thrones setting of the Flanaess, 
exploring Gygaxian fantasy tropes, 
domain play, the Castle of the Mad 
Archmage and more. When the 
campaign needs a name, we call it the...
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Fall Equinox 2020:

An online old school D&D campaign in 
its 15th session invites new players.

We’re playing an expansive, challenge-
oriented sandbox game with a stable, 
adult group. The campaign is friendly 
to casual participation and new
players, but rewards skill and 
dedication!
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